HAZTEK INC.

Pandemic / COVID-19 Services
BY EMPLOYING THE SAME BIOLOGICAL HAZARD CONTROL PRINCIPLES THAT WE ARE ACCUSTOMED TO ON ENVIRONMENTAL
SITES, HAZTEK CAN CALMLY AND CONFIDENTLY ADDRESS THE THREAT OF CORONAVIRUS, ENSURING YOUR WORKFORCE
STAYS SAFE AND HEALTHY THROUGHOUT THE LIFESPAN OF THIS PANDEMIC.

CONSULTING
BIOHAZARD SAFETY SUPERVISORS (BSS)
A.K.A. PANDEMIC SAFETY OFFICER, COVID-19 SUPERVISOR
COVID-19 SAFETY AUDITS
COVID-19 SCREENING TECHNICIANS

WRITTEN PROGRAMS
PANDEMIC PREPAREDNESS PLAN (COMPANY-SPECIFIC)
CORPORATE COVID-19 PREPAREDNESS AND RESPONSE PLAN
SITE-SPECIFIC COVID-19 HEALTH AND SAFETY PLAN
COVID-19 REOPENING AND REMOBILIZATION PLAN
COVID-19 JOB SAFETY ANALYSIS (JSA, JHA, THA, AHA, ETC.)
COVID-19 CASE MANAGEMENT AND RETURN TO WORK PROCEDURES

TRAINING
HAZTEK BIOHAZARD CONTROL AND RESPONSE (BCR)
TRAINING FOR SUPERVISORS
HAZTEK BCR TRAINING FOR WORKERS
COVID-19 LUNCH AND LEARN
COVID-19 TOOLBOX TALK

HAZTEK’S BIOHAZARD DIRECTORS
Bruce Henderson, one of HazTek’s managing
partners, holds a degree in Environmental
Science and Pollution Treatment Sciences.
He has nearly 30 years of experience in
environmental, health, and safety.
Kevin McMahon, HazTek’s Director of
Technical Services, is a Certified Industrial
Hygienist with experience in anthrax cleanup,
H5N1 (Avian Flu), contamination response,
and OSHA / EPA compliance and abatement.

Contact us to discuss how HazTek
can help you during this time.
We are all in this together.

888-842-9835 | haztekinc.com
info@haztekinc.com

THE HAZTEK DIFFERENCE
COVID-19 | PREVENTING ILLNESSES AS WELL AS INJURIES
The introduction of the novel coronavirus and the threat of contracting COVID-19 has introduced an
unfamiliar hazard to America’s construction industry and to its workforce. In construction, we’re very
adept at controlling physical injuries and visible incidents with highly developed policies, procedures,
and training programs. However, the novel coronavirus has presented us with an unfamiliar hazard that
is challenging, even to our most experienced construction safety professionals. The mere presence of
this invisible threat — let alone its rapid ascent to the number one hazard on most job sites — has led
to uncertainty, concern, confusion, and even fear among workers. It has left many safety professionals
wondering whether they’re doing everything they can to keep people healthy and safe.

So, what’s changed? Why has the coronavirus and the threat of COVID-19
thrown the construction industry for a loop?
The answer is simple. The coronavirus has thrust the threat of illness into the construction environment.
It’s a biological hazard that, if not properly controlled, can bring on an acute, potentially fatal illness
to those affected by COVID-19. Addressing biological hazards and preventing occupational illnesses is
decidedly unfamiliar to most construction safety professionals — individuals who are highly skilled at
preventing injuries but may be inexperienced at preventing illnesses.

Fortunately, HazTek is uniquely qualified to help control and respond
to this new hazard. In fact, it’s part of our DNA.
HazTek’s foundation is based on our expertise in managing health and safety on environmental
remediation and hazardous waste sites. Acute illnesses caused by biological hazards on these sites
is often the primary concern, followed by physical hazards and ultimately chronic illnesses from
long-term exposure. HazTek’s expertise in preventing illnesses (as well as injuries) is one of the
primary reasons we stand out as uniquely qualified to comfortably address this unusual hazard.
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